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LONDON— For the more traditional accessories designer, leather

is the stuff of practical bags and shoes. But for London-based

independents like Tim Magdalino, Jacey Withers, Renata Koch and

Harriet Clayton, one of fashion's most versatile material is the

perfect medium from which to create head-turning new jewelry

collections.

When it comes to making leather cuffs, chokers and bangles,

Clayton and company take leather to new extremes: laser cutting,

surface etching and heat bonding are just a few of their favored

techniques. The results are sophisticated, not naughty, and any

reference to fashion's recent foray into S&M is instantly dismissed.

In contrast, the latest trend is driven by rock, the current music of

choice among a new generation of twentysomethings.

Even mainstream fashion houses like Bottega Veneta are jumping on the band wagon. In

his debut jewelry line for spring/summer 2004, Tomas Maier, Bottega's creative

director, added a new twist by weaving calfskin with strands of silver into neck and wrist

pieces.

And staying with Italian luxury brands, Magdalino, 34, is responsible for creating the

latest leather accessories for Fendi. His leather cuffs, chokers and head pieces, each cut

to a sleek, symmetrical line, are the perfect accompaniment to Karl Lagerfeld's

transparent summer dresses and tops.

Magdalino, who had been an interior architect in London, introduced his own range of

resin-based jewelry label in 2001. For a designer who loves the smell of leather, it

seemed only natural to incorporate a series of elegant leather pieces into the

experimental line, something he did a year ago.

"I've always seen leather as a blank canvas to work upon," said Magdalino, who

acknowledges having limited knowledge in conventional leather production. A self-

taught jeweler, he has devised his own intricate production techniques on tough hides

such as bridle leather, which he treats with waterproofing oils to soften.

"I really like the consistency of bridle leather — it's kind of clumsy, but I have found a

way to construct and fasten it without stripping the hide of its natural quality," said

Magdalino. Each leather piece is cut from a single taper of leather that spirals into an

engineered fit around the wrist or neck before being threaded under a thin silver catch.

It's designs like these that the owners of independent London-based boutiques can't get

enough of. The B-Store on Conduit Street and Saloon on Arlington Way, for example,

both stock Magdalino's latest pieces.
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And there are plenty of other store owners ready to back homegrown talent, such as Nick

and Teresa Letchford, the sister-brother team behind no.one, a fashion and lifestyle

retail space with a coffee bar on the Kingsland Road in the Hoxton neighborhood. The

Letchfords also run Dreambags Jaguar Shoes, a hip watering hole, on the opposite side

of the same street.

Billed as a platform for young designers in the area, the shop stocks clothing and

accessories by independent designers like Kirsty McGiver, Gilles and Cecile as well as

established labels such as FrostFrench, Preen and Emma Cook.

"There's a staggering amount of local talent out there without major stockists," Teresa

Letchford said. "It's nice to think that we are in a good position to give new designers a

push in the right direction.

Letchford, a former fashion editor, recently commissioned Withers to make a series of

limited-edition jewelry pieces for the store.

This cross-collaboration seems to work both ways. Not only do stores become important

reference points, but designers also thrive on the chance to experiment that working on

commission gives them. "Collaborating with independent stores gives me a chance to

fully express my style," Withers said.

For Withers, the macabre and surreal fuse together with an ironic twist. This season, for

example, he follows a Garden of Eden theme on leather skullcaps that are draped with

sterling silver serpents and glass beads in the shape of forbidden fruits.

Next season's theme stems from the deep blue sea. Hammerhead sharks, Siamese sea

horses and sirens are cast into silver charms, and padded leather bangles in clusters of

three come in shades of pale pink, shark gray and faded mustard and are attached by a

fine silver clasp and barrel.

For those designers fresh out of college and worried about retailers' taking a large cut of

their profits, setting up business from a low-cost market stall makes sense.

Renata Koch, 34, is one such designer. She prefers to sell her hand-cut leather jewelry

from a stall in London's Spitalfields market on Sundays and at the new young designer

section in Islington's Gateway Arcade Antiques Market on Thursdays and Fridays.

"I like meeting my customers face to face and being able to keep track of orders directly

from my stall," said Koch, who left her hometown in Hungary to study footwear and

accessories design at Cordwainer's College in London.

Her leather accessories include neck pieces cut with an uneven edge and leather cuffs

that are hand-dyed in shades of saffron and pink. Each is etched with motifs inspired by

Hungarian folklore.

For Koch, who works from her home in the Crouch End district, the quality of leather

determines each design. "It's out of my hands, really — the leather seems to have a life of

its own," she said.

Koch is determined to keep business at a manageable level for the sake of quality. So is

Harriet Clayton, 24, another independent jewelry designer now in her second season.

Clayton, a graduate of Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design, is striving to

establish her label as a brand in Britain. Her intricate designs can be found at Harvey

Nichols, Jess James and Selfridges.

For spring, Clayton laser-cuts a series of leather cuffs that come in a rainbow of primary

colors and are sliced with a military stripe. They then mold around the fingers, wrist,

neck and waist.

She has also just added leather bags to her collection. Leather, she says, has many

hidden qualities.
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"I like the way leather feels like a second skin and how it seems to stick to the body,"

says Clayton from the Dalston workshop she shares with the shoe designer Tom Murphy.

The duo are planning a limited-edition shoe collection later in the season for which

Clayton will create resin heels and leather straps.

***

Lucie Muir is a fashion writer based in London and Milan.
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